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Abstract

Recently Small and Hsiao (1985) proposed a specification test
for the multinomial logit model as an alternative for the Hausman speci-
fication test. We show that Small and Hsiao's test procedure can also be
applied to Tobit and related models.
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1. Introduction

Under the assumption of no misspecification, the parameters of
the Tobit model can be consistently estimated by either maximizing the
Tobit likelihood function or by maximizing the truncated regression
likelihood function. The latter estimator is ínefficient relative to the
former since it ignores the information contained in the zero-obaerva-
tíons.

As has been set forth by Ruud (1984), the availability of this
pair of estimators can be used to construct a Hausman test for misapeci-
fication. A practical problem with the Hausman test is that it requires
the inveraion of a matrix which is often nearly singular. As a conse-
quence, the test result can be shaky due to computational inaccuracies.

In this note we show that the test procedure proposed by Small

and Hsiao (1985) within the context of the multinational logit model can

serve as an alternative which avoids the computational problems of the

Hausman test.
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2. The Small-Hsiao specification test

Small and Hsiao are interested in testing the validity of the

multinomial logit model as a specification in discrete choíce analysis.

Suppose we observe a discrete choice from a choice set C for each obser-

vation. Let D be a subset of the orginal choice set C. If the multi-

nomial logit specification is correct (including its "independence of

irrelevant alternatives" property) the parameters can be conaistently

estimated either by maximizing the likelihood function over the complete

sample, or by maximízing the conditional likelihood function based on

probabilities conditional on choices within D.t) The latter estimator is

inefficient relative to the former since it ignores the information con-

tained in the observatíons for which a choice from D a C- D is ob-

served.
Small and Hsiao propose the following 'paeudo likelihood ratio

test'. Divide the total sample randomly into two parts A and B of
(asymptotically) equal sizes NA and NB. Let A~ and p~ be estimates for
the k vector of unknown parameters 6, obtained by maximizing the res-

pective loglikelihood functions LA and LB, and let

eóB 3 (~2)eó t (1-}rz)so (1)

Let OB be the estimate obtained by maximizing the conditíonal log
likelihood function over the NB observations of subsample B whose
choices belong to the restricted choice set D. Let

e - -2[LB(ooB) - LB(oB)] (2)

The authors prove that e is asymptotically XZ distributed with k degrees

of freedom.
A common feature of this test and the Hausman test ís that they

do not require specifying an explicit alternative model. Unlike the
Hausman test statistic, the Small-Hsiao test statistic cannot assume
negative values.

1) Some parameters may not be identified from the restricted choice set.
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Obviously, there is a strong similarity between testing the
multinomial logit model and testing the Tobit model. In both cases the
consistent but inefficient estimator is based on a subsample where the
endogenous variable only assumea valuea within a restricted range. In
the proof of their proposition Small and Hsiao firat observe that

~ a (OB-O~B)'HB(OB)(OB-OÓB) (3)

ueing a Taylor Series expansion of LB around gB; HB is the nega:ive
Hessian of LB. Approximation (3)
likelihood function LB. Next, it

B "B "ABtic variance of J N .(01-8~ )

sufficient to show that the asympto-
holds for any twice differentiable log
is

equals the

This part of the proof only requires that
asymptotic limit of (HB~NB)-1~
the consistent but inefficient

eatimator is exclusively based on a part of the observations on which
the efficient estimator is based. Hence, the Small-Hsiao test procedure
cannot only be applied to the multinomial logit model but also to a much
wider range of models, particularly Tobit and related models.
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3. An empirical illustration

In Kooreman and Kapteyn (1986) the following
switching household labor supply model was estimated:

~
kf m Bf(wm~wf.P.u) f ef

Rf a Rf
} if 1Cf ~ T

Rm a gm(wm~wf.P~u) f Em

Rf ~ T
} if Rf ~ T

Rm ~ gm(wm.wf.P.v) f Em

endogenoua

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

Rm and Rf denote male and female leisure, wm and wf are the male and
female wage rate, respectively, p is the price of consumption and u is
non-labor family income; T is total time endowment. gm and gf are demand
functions of the Almost Ideal Demand System and ef, em and Em are error
terms. The shadow wage wf is implicitly defined by

T ~ gf(wm.wf~P~V) (9)

Equation (4) determines whether the female partner worka in a
paid job (Rf ~ T) or not (q,f ~ T) (all males are assianed to work). Equa-
tions (5) and (6) describe the number of hours worked by the partners in
a two earner household. Equation (8) describes the male labor supply in
a household with a non-participating female.

An interesting hypothesie to test is whether this model is
capable of simultaneously describing theae different aspects of the
household's labor supply behavior. This seems to be an ideal application
of the generalized Small-Hsiao specification test.

The model has been eatimated twice. First only data on houae-
holds where both partners worked ín a paid job were employed (197 obaer-
vations). Maximizing the appropriately conditioned likelihood function
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yielded a consistent (but inefficient) estimator. Next, an efficient
estimator was obtained by maximizing the complete líkelihood function
over the 197 two earner households plus 310 households where only the
male partner worked in a paid job.

We first compared the two estimators using a Hauaman test. The

difference of the two relevant covariance matrices (cf. Ruud (1985), eq.

(2.9)), however, did not satisfy the requirement of being positive semi-

definite. The guaranteed positive semi-definite version was computed at

48.0 (Ruud, eq. (2.10)). The Small-Hsiao and the interchanged 3ma11-

Hsiao (obtained by reversing subsets A and B) test statistics are 46.5

and 53.8, respectively. So, in contrast to the empirical results repor-

ted by Small and Hsiao, the differences between the test statistics are

quite small. All statistics reject equality of the two sets of estimates

at any reasonable level of significance.l'2)

1) Under the null hypothesis all statistics follow a X~~~) distribution.

2) In finite samples, the two test statistics could lead to conflicting
inferences; see Small and Hsiao for a discussion.
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